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Using about 3 million hadronic Z decays recorded with the aleph detector,
the lifetime of the b baryons has been measured using two independent data
samples. From a maximum likelihood t to the impact parameter distribution
of leptons in 849 `
 
combinations containing a b baryon sample of 546 decays
the measured b baryon lifetime is

b baryon
= 1:21 0:09(stat) 0:07(syst) ps.
The lifetime of the 
0
b
baryon from a maximum likelihood t to the proper time





candidates containing a 
0
b
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A precise comparison of the lifetime of the B mesons and b baryons is of special
interest for the understanding of non-spectator eects in the b hadron decays. Pre-
vious measurements have shown that the b baryon lifetime is substantially smaller
than the b meson lifetime [2], [3]. However, more precise measurements of the b
baryon lifetime are essential for conrming the observed picture.
This analysis is an update of the recently published letter [2]. The b baryon
lifetime is measured using two independent methods based on the lepton impact
parameter in `
 





events. Compared to the published result the available data sample has doubled,
thanks to the inclusion of the data collected during 1994. The analysis procedure
follows exactly the one in [2], except for some optimization of the cuts to make
better use of the increased statistics.
2 Measurement of the b baryon lifetime using `
 
correlation
The method of ` correlation to isolate semileptonic decays of b baryons has been
described in [4]. This method is sensitive to decays of various species of b baryons
which have a `
 


















2.1 Selection of b baryons using `
 
correlation
The  and lepton candidates are identied as described in [2].
























































The accidental combinations are real  from fragmentation in association with
real or fake leptons. Fake combinations are spurious p
 
combinations under the
 peak paired with real or fake leptons. By requiring a lepton candidate to have
at least 3 GeV/c of momentum and a transverse momentum p
?
with respect to the
associated jet
1
of at least 1 GeV/c, most of the ` combinations from processes (2)
1
The lepton is included in the calculation of the jet direction.
1
to (5) are removed. The remaining `
 
combinations originate mostly from either
b baryon semileptonic decays (1), accidental combinations (6) or fake combinations
(7), while the `
+
combinations are mostly accidental (6) and fake combinations
(7).
The incresed statistics allows harder cuts to improve the purity of the sample.
The gain in the systematic error overcompensates the loss in statistics. Therefore

























Figure 1: The p
 





The dashed curve represents the accidental ` combinations in the `
 
(right-sign)








(wrong-sign) combinations after application of the
 and lepton selection criteria described above are shown in Fig. 1, where the p
 
invariant mass spectrum is plotted. The two p
 
invariant mass distributions are
tted using a Gaussian to represent the  signal and a second order polynomial to
represent the shape of the combinatorial background. A cut of 6 MeV/c
2
around
the , yields the nal sample of 849 `
 
candidates, including the combinatorial
(fake) background under the  mass peak.
To estimate the b baryon fraction in the `
 
sample, the residual contributions
of the background processes are evaluated. A study based on Monte Carlo Z! qq





combinations, due to processes (2) to (7) of 0:80  0:13. The error is mainly due




of accidental combinations, which
depends on the production of  baryons in the process of b or

b quark fragmentation.




, after correcting for the imbalance
of the right and wrong-sign is ascribed to semileptonic decay of b baryons. The
resulting b baryon fraction in the selected `
 
sample is 64  6%.
2.2 b baryon lifetime t using `
 
correlation
The lifetime of the b baryon is extracted by a maximum likelihood t to the r
impact parameter distribution of lepton candidates in the `
 
sample. The tting
procedure is the same used in the previous published measurement of the b baryon
lifetime [2]. The lepton impact parameter distribution in `
 
combinations is de-
scribed as a sum of dierent sources of the lepton. Table 1 shows their relative
contribution to the `
 






b! (c= )! ` 3:1%
c! ` 1:6%
Misidentied hadrons 1:3%
 and K decays 1:8%
Table 1: Lepton sources in the `
 
sample.
The impact parameter distribution for prompt lepton sources (rst four compo-
nents) is obtained by convoluting a resolution function with a physics function which
describes the expected impact parameter for these processes. The physics functions
and the resolution function are obtained from simulated events as described in [2].
The 
b
! ` physics function depends on the unknown b baryon lifetime, only pa-
rameter of the t, while the b! ` and b! c! ` physics functions depend on the
3
average b hadron lifetime. The value used in the t is the published world average,

b
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Figure 2: Impact parameter distribution of the selected `
 
candidates. The solid
line is the probability function at the tted value of the lifetime.
The expected impact parameter distribution for hadrons misidentied as leptons
is obtained from the impact parameter distribution of hadrons selected in the data
with the same kinematic requirements as applied to the leptons. The distribution
for the leptons coming from decay in ight of K and  is taken from the simulated
events.
The unbinned maximum likelihood t to the lepton impact parameter distribu-
tion in the 849 `
 







where the quoted error is statistical. Fig. 2 shows the result of the t together
4




The stability of the result is checked repeating the t after having varied the
kinematic cuts on lepton p, p
?
and the  momentum. The resulting deviations in
the tted lifetime values are within the range for the given statistical uncertainty.
The background physics functions and the lepton background fractions are checked
by tting the events in the side bands of the p
 
invariant mass for the average b
hadron lifetime. The t yields  (side band) = 1:53 0:05 ps, in agreement with the
average b hadron lifetime value.
2.3 Systematic errors










b baryon fraction (f

b
= 64  6%) 0:02
Background lepton fractions 0:02

b
! ` physics function 0:02
Background physics functions 0:02

b
decay model (4-body decay 20  20%) 0:02
Fragmentation (hx
b
i = 0:714  0:012) 0:02
Decay background and Misid function 0:02
Resolution function 0:02








Fragmentation  spectrum (10%) 0:01
Level of combinatorial  (15%) 0:01
Total 0:07




In Table 2, the various contributions to the systematic uncertainty in the b baryon
lifetime measurement are listed in order of importance. The analysis follows exactly
the same of the published measurement [2] and therefore details on the dierent
contributions to the systematic error can be found there. The higher cut in the
 momentum yields a sample with higher purity. This allows the reduction of the




0:02 ps. The systematic contributions due to the background lepton fractions and
background lifetime are reduced from0:03 ps to 0:02 ps for the same reason. The
4 GeV/c cut in the  momentum gives a more powerful rejection of 's produced
during fragmentation. Therefore the systematic error due to an uncertainty in the
shape of the fragmentation  momentum spectrum is reduced from 0:02 ps to
5
0:01 ps. The systematic error due to the parametrisation of the physics functions
is reduced from 0:03 ps to 0:02 ps, making use of a bigger sample of Monte Carlo
events.
The major contribution to the systematic error arises from the lack of knowledge
of the 
b









%) [10], used in this analysis, leads to a systematic error of 0:04
ps.
Altough the systematic error due to the 
b
polarisation increased from 0:03
ps to 0:04 ps, the total systematic error on the b baryon lifetime improved from
0:09 to 0:07 ps.
































combinations allow a measurement of the 
0
b
decay vertex and hence its decay length on an event-by-event basis. It permits a





















semileptonic decay, two physics background processes





combinations in hadronic Z decays. These background
sources are the same as the processes (2) and (3) discussed in section 3. The third





" events, mainly a fake 
+
c
associated with a real or a fake lepton.








































. The selection procedure is the same to that







channel. This channel suers most






























combinations selected in a
2 window around the nominal 
+
c
mass. Fig. 3 shows the individual contributions
of the three 
+
c





combinations and their sum









decay channels and the fraction of combinatorial background.
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(c) invariant mass distri-










































28 29  3
Total 143  







and the fraction f
back
of combinato-
rial background within 2 of the nominal 
+
c






3.2 Measurement of 
0
b










event samples. For each 
0
b











decay length is measured in three dimensions by projecting the vector
joining the interaction point and the 
0
b









combinations. From the Monte Carlo simulation, the






decay vertices along their directions of ight are




















nique used to reconstruct the missing neutrino energy is similar to that described




momentum reconstruction is obtained from Monte Carlo simulation and is used










lifetime is extracted from a simultaneous unbinned maximum likelihood





event samples, shown in Table
3. The background parametrisation is obtained by tting simultaneously the signal
and the sideband regions of the right and wrong sign events.
















where the quoted error is statistical.
3.3 Systematic errors
Various sources of systematic uncertainties in 

b
measurement have been consid-
ered. Their contributions are summarised in Table 4. Compare to the published
analysis [2], the increase in statistics allows the reduction of the systematic error
due to the fraction and the shape of the combinatorial background.












Combining the systematic errors from the sources shown in table 4, the total
systematic error is 0:05 ps.
4 Conclusion
From a total of about 3.2 million hadronic Z decays collected with the aleph detec-
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Figure 4: The proper-time distribution of the 
0
b






The shaded area corresponds to the proper-time distribution of the combinatorial
background. The solid line is the result of the maximum likelihood t described
in the text. The inset shows the proper time distribution of the combinatorial
background from wrong-sign events and events in right-sign sidebands. The fraction




modes. It is 27% on average.
likelihood t to the impact parameter distribution of the candidate lepton tracks in
the `
 
sample. The result is

b baryon





































lifetime measured from a maximum likelihood t of the proper decay time
















Physics background (4  4 event) 0:03

































Since the relative contribution of various b baryon species in the `
 
sample is
not well known and depends on their relative production rate and lifetime, there
is no a priori prescription for averaging the two lifetime measurements described
above. Assuming that the 
0
b
is the dominant source of b baryons produced at the
















= 1:22  0:09 ps.
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